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MATRIX MOBILIZES THEIR ORACLE FORMS SURGERY SCHEDULING SYSTEM FOR 

MEDICAL PERSONNEL IN A MATTER OF DAYS USING AURAPLAYER 

 

“As a global software provider we were looking for a way to increase efficiency 
and maximize information availability for our medical center customers. Oracle  
Mobile Framework and AuraPlayer allowed us to mobilize our desktop Oracle 
Forms surgical scheduling application without redevelopment, saving us and 
our customers’ critical time and money. I couldn’t have asked for a better 
solution.”  

- Avi Greenberg, Director of Development, “Tafnit ERP” by Matrix 

The Challenge 

Tafnit ERP, is an Oracle-Forms based management system for 
enterprise organizations, specifically medical centers across the world. 
One of the many modules handle surgery management. Under the 
present system, surgeries are scheduled via fax to a call center where 
operators manually enter data into the desktop system on behalf of 
surgeons. Surgeons who wish to get information must do so by phone or 
fax to this central call center. This limits efficiency and impedes 
responsiveness, as the surgeons do not have access to critical 
information about their own surgeries and patients. Matrix was looking for 
a way to improve their ERP offering and help their medical center 
customers by providing them with real-time  access to surgical 
information.  They decided to offer a mobilized version of the surgery  
scheduling system.  Being a software vendor, they needed a solution that 
would not require redeveloping the complex system and then maintaining 
2 separate scheduling systems; one for mobile and one for the desktop. 

The Solution 
Matrix found a solution to modernize its Oracle Forms application with a 
combination of AuraPlayer and Oracle  Mobile Tools. By using 
AuraPlayer's toolbar, a secured, SOAP webservice was automatically 
created from the Oracle Forms system,  to enable all surgical scheduling 
data to be accessed remotely. Then, using the robust Oracle Mobile 
Framework, a mobile app was created with HTML5 screens that 
supported both iOS and Android from one codebase. Within less than a 
week of development a new mobile application had been created.  Since 
the mobile user interface  was based on the Forms business logic all 
changes to the Forms were automatically synchronized with the mobile 
app; requiring maintenance of only the Forms code base. This 
modernization allowed Matrix to offer a modern solution to their 
customers that could streamline procedures, reduce bureaucracy and 
maximize availability of critical information where and when they needed 
it most.  

About Matrix - Tafnit-ERP  

Matrix is a leading information technology company, employing over 
6,500 IT professionals. The company develops and implements software 
solutions and products and provides infrastructure and consulting 
Services.  

 

The Goal 
To provide mobile access to 

surgical scheduling and 

patient information from the 

desktop “Tafnit ERP” 

system 

AuraPlayer: Integrate, modernize, extend and mobilize Oracle Forms and EBS systems        www.auraplayer.com 

The Results  
A secure mobile application to 

access surgical scheduling 

data and patient documents 

via Android devices. Delivered 

in under 5 days. 

 

The Value 

Maximizing ROI 

Matrix now offers medical 

centers a way to book more 

surgeries and respond to 

cancelations in real time  
 

Cost Savings 

The mobilized solution 
eliminates the need for a costly 
call center to manage 
scheduling data  

Low Risk Solution                              

The solution requires no 

Migration or redevelopment  

Provide Increased employee 

productivity 

With the new offering, 

Surgeons can access critical 

patient data anytime anywhere. 

Low Maintenance 

One source of business logic is 

maintained for both the 

desktop and mobile app 

 

http://www.matrix.co.il/en/Customers/Pages/Tafnit-health.aspx

